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ABSTRACT 

The use of polarized targets in high-energy elementary particIe 
physics is an important technique for the study of the spin- 
dependence of the nuclear interactions. In this paper, we trace the 
development of practical targets and review how the dynamical 
enhancement of the polarization is based on the principles of 
magnetic resonance. 

When Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell first o b s e r ~ e d ' . ~  the magnetic 
resonance signals from protons in 1945, they had no idea of the ensuing 
intense developments, generalizations, and extensions of their ideas. Even 
less could they have imagined the many applications of NMR: several 
authors in this volume describe the significance of some of these develop- 
ments. In my essay I will trace the development of dynamically polarized 
nuclear targets in which, say, all the protons in quite sizable hydrogenous 
targets can be oriented at will in any direction, thus affording study of spin 
dependent interactions in particle scattering. Such targets are now a stand- 
ard tool of nuclear and elementary particle physics, and are found in dozens 
of international laboratories. The ideas involved in the development of 
these targets come directly from the discipline of magnetic resonance; this 
will be a personal account of that development, including the early contri- 
butions of Felix Bloch to the concepts of dynamic nuclear polarization. 
Aside from the target aspects, dynamic polarization can be used to enhance 
the magnetic resonance signal-to-noise ratio by many orders. 

I arrived at Stanford University earIy in 1946 to  begin graduate work, 
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just shortly after Bloch and his colleagues had succeeded in observing NMR 
signals from protons in water. Being young and insufficiently aware of the 
real world of physics and the wave of post-war developments, I did not 
appreciate the significance of the discovery of NMR until a year or so later, 
when I began doctoral research under Bloch's spirited guidance. My project 
was to measure precisely the proton magnetic moment in nuclear magne- 
tons.3 I learned the mysteries of NMR and anticyclotrons, how to find 
signals hidden in noise, and how to do research on a shoestring. In this Fest- 
schrift I want to acknowledge, with love and gratitude, my extreme good 
fortune in having Felix Bloch as my mentor. Felix was alive with ideas, 
energy, integrity, marvelous physical insight, and a marked capacity-a 
passion-for hard and honest work, Having good Swiss persona1 habits, 
Felix regularly went home to his family for lunch and a nice nap. He re- 
turned full of energy and fresh ideas at around tea time. Long, detailed, and 
loud discussions at the blackboard and in the laboratory with students and 
colleagues were regular, and in fact, vital phenomena-essential to the 
rapid development of the ideas, the experiments, the understanding, and the 
detailed theory. Momentum was transferred from Felix to his students, 
both linear and angular, with a sometimes dizzying effect. FeIix is very gift- 
ed in his ability t o  take apart an idea or a new experimental result, critically 
and analytically-in detail-with enthusiastic rapidity. I recall my years at 
Stanford as some of the most exciting in my life. Finally, and most impor- 
tant for me personally, what I got from Felix was confidence: his belief in 
me-that I could do a hard experiment independently. 

In a magnetic field H a t  temperature T, the proton polarization from 
the Zeeman interaction with the magnetic moment pn i sp  - pnH/kT - 
H(kG)/T(K); this is too small to be useful at easily accessible fields and 
temperatures. The first idea that the nuclear poiarization could be dynami- 
cally enhanced (by the ratio pe/pn = lo3, where p, is the electron magnetic 
moment) came from Overhauser4 in 1953. In an elegant but not very physi- 
cally transparent argument he predicted the remarkable result that nuclei 
of spin I and conduction electrons of spin S in a metal, with interaction 
A(IeS), could be given a poIarization enhanced by pe/pn, by strongly indu- 
cing the rf (microwave) resonance of the conduction electron spin reso- 
nance; this was experimentally ~ o n f i r m e d . ~  The Overhauser effect seemed 
mysterious and intriguing to me when I came to Berkeley to  begin my 
career, but I didn't really understand it until I heard a talk by Bloch in 
December 1953 at a Stanford Symposium on magnetic r e s ~ n a n c e , ~  Already 
the field of NMR was turning to investigation of the environment of nuclei, 
measurements of the electric field gradient tensors in crystals, ordering in 
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FIG. 1. ZEEMAN ENERGY LEVELS and relative populations of conduction electron S; Zeeman 
energy Ievels and relative populations of nuclei I in the metal. 

alloys, electron density in metals, relaxation mechanisms, spin echoes, and 
other dynamic effects. In particular, Bloch, having quickly understood the 
generality of Overhauser's idea, presented a simple physical model, which I 
reproduce here from my notes taken in 1953. 

For nuclei of spin I and conduction electrons of spin S in hyperfine 
(hfs) interaction in a metal in a field H the Hamiltonian is 

The conduction electrons move so rapidly, however, that the static part of 
the hfs term is averaged to zero. Imagine then a system Of electrons occupy- 
ing the two Zeeman states, split by - 2p,H, with probability p+ and p, for 
spins parallel and anti-parallel to H, respectively (we take p, negative). 
Similarly the nuclei occupy the two nuclear Zeeman states, split by 2p,H, 
with populations n+ and n- for spins parallel and anti-parallel to M (we take 
p,positive). This situation is illustrated in figure 1. The electrons are strong- 
ly coupled to lattice phonons and quickly relax to the thermal equilibrium 
ratio 
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But the nuclei are essentially uncoupled from the lattice; their relaxation is 
almost exclusively through the thermal fluctuations in the hfs term A(t) 
@+I- + $-I+). This means that a nucleus is flipped up only by a simul- 
taneously mutual spin flop down with an electron as it collides with the 
nucleus. The nuclear relaxation rate equation is 

where TI, is the nuclear relaxation time; thep+n- term arises from the A(t )  
S-I+ operator; and the p-n+ term arises from the A(t) S+I- operator and 
must be weighted by the Boltzmann factor in the final state, since these 
operators represent thermal processes. In steady state, Eq. (3) can be 
written 

As expected, in thermal equilibrium, from Eq. (2) this yields the nuclear 
n -n- 

polarization p = = tanh(p.H/kT)= p,H/kT. Now suppose that 
the electron spins are not in thermal equilibrium, but that strong rf (micro- 
wave) saturation of the electron spin resonance makes p+ = p-, yielding the 
enhanced ratio (n+/n-)cn,, =; exp(-2p,H/kT) and the enhanced nuclear 
polarization 

larger than Eq. (4) by (p,/p,) = lo3. The nucIei are polarized as ifthey had 
a magnetic moment as large as the electron. 

In presenting this simple physical model of Overhauser's result, Bloch 
emphasized that the enhancement phenomenon is not restricted to metals 
but could apply to any electron-nuclear spin coupIed system characterized 
by strong S+IT flip-flop relaxation; negligible I,S+ flip-flip relaxation; negli- 
gible direct I+ nucIear relaxation; and the ability to saturate the electron spin 
resonance b i  an external rf field.  other^,^^.^,^" including Overhauser him- 
self," also gave simple kinetic or thermodynamic arguments to explain the 
effect. For me personally the most influential and pivotal paper was that of 
Abragam7I2 who analyzed dynamic nuclear polarization for three cases: 
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1) nucIei in liquids containing paramagnetic impurities; 2) nuclei in hfs 
coupling to paramagnetic ions in crystals; and 3) nuclei in long range dipole- 
dipole coupling to dilute paramagnetic impurities in solids. He concluded 
that in cases 1) and 21, generalized Overhauser enhancements could be 
achieved, but that none was to be expected in case 3) because the flip-flop 
and flip-flip relaxations were equally likely, negating any net nuclear 
enhancement. 

The case of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal can be simply treated 
assuming a Hamiltonian 

The states I M,m > of this system are shown in the level diagram of figure 2, 
where M = < S ,  ) and m = < I , )  , and I = $ and S = $ are assumed. 

F~G.  2. ENERGY LEVELS A N D  STATES } M , m >  of a paramagnetic ion S and its nucleus I in a 
crystal in a magnetic field. The relaxation rates a re  w, bw, cw, and fw. An applied rf oscillator 
can induce allowed transitions at the rate K ,  or "forbidden" transitions at the rate Wb. 

Column (a) shows the thermal equilibrium population. Column (b) shows the dynamic popula- 
tions resulting if W. is saturated assuming f >>c,b. Column (c) shows the dynamic popula- 
tions produced if Wf is saturated. 
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Column (a) shows the relative thermal equilibrium populations N(M,m) of 
the system; the dominant relaxation rate w arises from the thermal fluctua- 
tions of the crystalline electric field. If the allowed transition W, (AM = 
k I ,  Am = 0) is saturated, the populations N(; ,;) and N(- i,;) are driven 
to the same value, say unity, column (b). If we assume, as is often the case, 
that the other relaxation rates are such that f >> c,b, then it is apparent 
that the other two states take the populations shown in coIumn (b), yielding 
an enhanced dynamic nuclear polarization p = (A + 6)/4. This diagram and 
example are very similar to the Overhauser effect in metals. 

It is noteworthy that Bloch," in a long elegant paper on the "dynami- 
cal theory of nuclear induction," had solved the problem of calculating the 
dynamic populations of a multi-level spin system under the general influ- 
ence of all possible relaxation transitions and of pumping. He showed that 
the overall result could be written in a form similar to Kirchoff's laws for 
currents out of each junction point of a resistive network (figure 3). The 
resistances are related to reciprocal relaxation rates w-', the currents to the 
rf transition rates W, and the electric potential at any point to the popula- 
tion. Bloch called this the "equivalent dc circuit for the (generalized) Over- 
hauser effect." This is a very useful analogy and typicaI of his fondness for 
simple classical physical equivalents of seemingly complex microscopic phe- 
nomena. Another example is his invention of a non-linear mechanical 
demonstration of the Josephson effect. 

Can the Overhauser effect fail? In Eq. (6) and figure 2, if the hfs term 
is such that f = c, then saturation of an allowed transition (AM = + 1 )  

FIG. 3. F. BLOCH'S "equivalent dc circuit for the Overhauser effect," from reference 13. The 
1 1  points o,  b, c ,  d correspond to the states 1 f ,$ ), 1 -$,f >, I?, -?) and 1 - $, -$) , respec- 

tively, in figure 2. Current I corresponds to saturation of W ,  in figure 2. This circuit solves the 
problem of column (b), figure 2.  
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does not produce dynamic polarization, essentially because the relaxation 
fw and cw "short circuit" each other. This can be seen from Bloch's 

circuit (figure 3) by adding a resistor R,d = Rb,; this would maintain the 
and the populations, equal at points c and d,  giving no polar- 

ization. 
The next advance came with my suggestionI4 that even iff = c ,  rf satu- 

ration of a "forbidden" transition Wf ( A M  = _+ 1, Am = 7 1 ) can indeed 
induce the large dynamic populations shown in figure 2, col. (c), and a large 
dynamic polarization p = - A/2. This was experimentally demon~t ra ted '~  
by saturation of Wf for Go'+ ions, where saturation of W, failed to produce 
polarization. We note that in both cases nuclear polarization arises from a 
simultaneous flip-flop of an electron and a nuclear spin: i) rf saturation of 
forbidden transitions drives this flip-flop directly, and is more immune to 
unfavorable competing relaxation rates; ii) in saturation of an allowed tran- 
sition, the method works only if a favorable relaxation rate (I+S?) is domi- 
nant. 

Although figure 2(c) assumes an S , I  coupling of the form §.I, it oc- 
curred to me, and independently to  Abragam and Proctor,lb that saturation 
of forbidden transitions would also produce a polarization in the case of S ,  I 
dipolar coupling, where indeed the flip-flip (S+ I+) and flip-flop (S+ I-) relax- 
ation rates are equal, and saturation o f  the allowed transitions fails." The 
idea of saturation of forbidden transitions in the dipolar coupling case was 
the key to the development of polarized nuclear targets, our special concern 
in this essay. 

To fix ideas, consider the substance extensively studied at Berkeley," a 
single crystal of La2Mg3(N03)i2.24H20, in which - 1% of diamagnetic 
La3+ ions are replaced by paramagnetic Nd3+ ions (denoted as Nd:LMN). 
The Nd ions form a S k  dilute electron spin system, and the protons in the 
waters of hydration form an I; nuclear spin system. Figure 4 shows a typical 
experimental arrangement to keep in mind: the crystal is mounted in a 
microwave cavity in a field H - lo4 kOe and in a helium bath at T - 1°K. 
The crystal is also coupled to an rf coil that measures directly the proton 
polarization from the NMR signal at v,. 

The Hamiltonian for this system is 

where the terms represent the electron Zeeman, nuclear Zeeman, electron- 
nuclear dipole, and nuclear-nuclear dipole interactions, respectively. The 
nuclei greatly outnumber the electron spins, and the levels labeled in zero 
order by the high field states [M,m ) O of a typical I ,S  pair are shown in 
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FIG. 4. TYPICAL APPARATUS FOR DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION; see reference 17. 

figure 5. Only the Zeeman terms give a significant contribution to the 
energy spacing. The I,S, terms in 3C dd admix slightly these states, however, 
enabling the forbidden transitions Wz and W 3 ,  weaker than the allowed 
transitions W1 by the small factor 

where r is the distance between I and S. The Nd ion, having electric multi- 
pole moments, is strongly relaxed by the thermal fluctuations of the crystal- 
line field at a rate wl . The proton is virtually uncoupled from the lattice; 
however, the admixing of states that enables W2 and W3 also produces flip- 
flop and flip-flip relaxation rates w2 = uwl and w3 = awl : i.e., the proton 
is relaxed only through mutual spin flips with the Nd ion. Suppose, in figure 
5, that W3 is strongly saturated ( W3 >> w3)  by setting the microwave oscil- 
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FIG. 5. ENERGY LEVELS A N D  STATES I M,m > " for nucleus I and paramagnetic spin S in dipolar 
coupling in a solid and In a magnetic fleld. If the forbidden transition W3 is strongly saturated, 
the dynamic populat~ons~of column (a) result, yielding an enhanced nuclear polarization, Eq. 
(9). This is a method used in polarizing targets. 

lator to v = ve- v,. Then the relative populations will become those shown 
in column (a), yielding a large dynamic nuclear polarization 

If W; is saturated at v = v e  + v,, the same enhancement is observed but the 
polarization is reversed. This is crudely what happens between a Nd ion and 
the near protons at r S l0A . More distant protons are polarized by this 
inner shell through nuclear spin diffusion, i.e., mutual nuclear spin flips. 
Thus eventually all the protons in the crystal become polarized to  the value 
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in Eq. (9). After flipping a proton down, the Nd ion is quickly reversed by 
its strong lattice relaxation wl ; it is then ready to flip down another proton 
by the applied rf field, etc., and so the few Nd ions are used again and again 
to polarize the many protons, in a King Solomon fashion. 

Some experimental results are shown (figure 6) for Nd:LMN at 
4.2K;I7 large positive and negative polarizations are clearly seen at the 
saturation of transitions W3 and W 2 ,  respectively. No polarization is ob- 
served when the transition W, is saturated. At 1.5K a proton polarization of 
72% was observed compared to the theoretical value of 83% from Eq. (9). 
This experiment showed for the first time that large polarizations could be 
obtained with subsequent application to polarized targets. 

A detailed ca l~u l a t i on '~  shows that the proton relaxation rate is ap- 
proximately 

where Cis the geometric mean of Eq. (8) over the shell of influence around a 
Nd ion and Tie is the Nd spin-lattice relaxation time. At low temperatures 
we have shown theoretically and e~perirnentally'~ that Tle is due to the 

FIG. 6. ENHANCEMENT OF PROTON POLARIZATION in Nd:LMN from reference 17, showing 
positive and negative proton polarizations as the forbidden transition W3 or W2 of figure 5 are 
selectively saturated at three microwave attenuator levels (db). At lower temperatures (1.5Kh 
polarizations of  70% can be obtained and used in polarized targets. 
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direct process and becomes temperature independent, limited only by spon- 
taneous phonon emission. The important consequence is that the nuclear 

time T I ,  a exp [gDH/2kT] becomes exponentially longer at re- 
duced temperatures-easily many days! This was first observed by Gunter 
and Jeffrie~, '"~'  who suggested the possibility of producing LLfrozen tar- 
gets" by first dynamically polarizing at a higher temperature and in a re- 
@red uniform resonance magnetic field, and then holding this polarization 
at a lower temperature and in a much less uniform and hence more 
geometrically accessible magnetic field. 

The first large polarized target designed for use in the 100 Mev to Gev 
range was constructed at Berkeley by Chamberlain, Jeffries, Schulz, 
Shapiro, and Van Rossurn.'"t used four Nd:LMN crystals of volume = 20 
cm3 in the apparatus shown in figure 7. The initial use was for pion-proton 
scattering at 250 Mev. 

FIG. 7. DETAILS O F T H E  FIRST LARGE POLARIZED TARGET (Berkeley), reference 22. Only one of 
four large Nd:LMN crystals is shown. 
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FIG. 8. DETAILS OF THE SACLAY 1962 EXPERIMENT (reference 23), the first experiment using a 
very thin polarized target of Ce:LMN. 

Concurrently with this work, Abragam, Borghini, et al." constructed 
at Saclay the first very thin polarized proton target and even used it with a 
polarized proton beam at 20 Mev. The Saclay group refers to this method as 
the "effet solide"; their target (see figure 8)used a Ce:LMN crystal and was 
used to measure the spin correlation parameter C,,. 

By around 1966 Nd:LMN seemed to be the best target substance for 
protons, and several large targets were c o n ~ t r u c t e d , ~ ~  yielding easily reversi- 
ble polarizations of - 70 to 80% at T- lK, H= 20 kOe and v =  75 GHz. But 
LMN is only 3% by weight hydrogen and has a ratio e = (protons not in 
H/protons in H) = 15. Obviously protons not in H but in heavier nuclei are 
not polarized but still scatter. Target materials with higher hydrogen density 
and lower e value would be much more desirable from the viewpoint of 
scattering statistics. Since this method of proton polarization requires only 
a solid hydrogenous material in which is imbedded a small concentration of 
a paramagnetic species, a large number of other target materials has been 
in~es t iga ted :~~ liquid NH3, or glycerol, or glycol doped with paramagnetic 
Cr-V complexes; butanol doped with the free radical porphyrexide; 1,2 
propanediol doped with Cr-V complexes. These materials have values of e 
ranging from - 3 to 5. They are doped with the paramagnetic impurity in 
the liquid state, and then frozen in an elaborate and empirically determined 
way to achieve a working target that is stabIe and yields the largest proton 
polarization. Operating temperatures have been extended to -0.4K by 
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pumping on ~ e ~ ,  fields to H - 50 kOe, and frequencies to v =  110 
GHZ-yielding proton polarizations as high as 98%. Niinikoskiz6 has con- 
structed targets using dilution refrigerators; he predicts that future cryo- 
genic technology should produce highly polarized targets of volume =: 100 
liters, a large target indeed! Several frozen targets have been made with a 

Ioss of only a few percent per day; deuteron targets with 40% 
have been achieved.16 

In the present target materials, organic liquids containing Cr-V com- 
plexes or other magnetic species and frozen into a glassy solid, the electron 

resonance line is considerably broadened by anisotropic effects, 
and the transitions Wl , Wz , and W3 (figure 5) are not well resolved: the for- 
bidden transition cannot really be selectively saturated. Nevertheless at 
sufficiently large values of HIT,  large dynamic polarizations are observed: 
the mechanism has been most fully explained by B~rghin i .~ '  The theory is 
complex and there are several special cases. Basically in a broad electron 
resonance line, rf saturation can induce a cooling of the electron spin-spin 
sub-reservoir of width Av,. This reservoir comes into thermal contact with 
the nuclear spin reservoir when At), - v,, and the nuclei are cooled. It is 
probable that this mechanism and its variants operate simuItaneously with 
that of figure 5. 

I would like to note that there is another method of polarization, the 
"nuclear spin r e f r i ge r a t~ r , " ' ~ ,~~  which does not require any rf pumping: 
nuclei are polarized in a quantum mechanical type of Carnot cycle by rapid 
rotation of an anisotropic crystal in a magnetic field. Proton polarizations 
of 65% have recently been achieved in (Yb,Y)(CzH~S04)3~9Hz0;30 the 
method does not require a uniform magnetic field, making the target more 
geometrically accessible to  scattering beams. 

The successful technological development of poIarized targets is per- 
haps an unanticipated outgrowth of the discipline of magnetic resonance; 
Bloch's ideas and contributions can be clearly traced. His early detailed 
theoretical papers using density matrix  method^"^'^.'^ influenced the later 
works of Redfield," P r o v o t o r ~ v , ~ ~  and Borghini," which provide the most 
comprehensive theoretical treatment of phenomena like dynamic polariza- 
tion. More generally, the entire community of physics is indebted to Felix 
Bloch for his deep insights and major contributions to so many fields of 
physics in the past half-century. 
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